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ART. 1 - GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
 

a) The trademark “VALUEABLE, handing opportunities” (hereinafter the Trademark) is 

aimed at all companies which: (i) offer services for providing food and drink and 

temporary accommodation (hospitality industry), (ii)  comply with the national legislation 

on the employment of people with disabilities and (iii) are committed to including people 

with intellectual disabilities within their workforce by providing internships and/or 

recruiting them and  comply with the rules provided by the Code of Conduct.  

b) The Trademark is released by the Valueable Committee, chaired by Associazione 

Italiana Persone Down (AIPD) and composed of disability associations and training 

agencies of countries taking part in the network. 

The Trademark is linked to the project “On my own at work” (OMO) co-funded by the 

European Commission, under the Erasmus Plus Program1, and led by AIPD. The project  

was aimed at promoting employment of people with intellectual disabilities through the 

spread of targeted placements in the hospitality industry. 

The following general rules concern the way the Trademark must be used, including 

promotional use, by the companies  to which it has been released.  

c) The Trademark can be used in three variations (same shape, different colours) based on 

the level of commitment of the signing company: 

- the bronze version certifies specific conditions and actions aimed at non-

discriminating and including, in addition to the provision of internships (minimum a 

total of one month in two years) to people with intellectual disabilities; 

- the silver version requires a further (in addition to non-discriminating and providing 

internships) engagement by the company, that consists in a fixed term (of minimum 3 

months) or permanent employment contract of at least one worker with intellectual 

disabilities; 

- the golden version is granted to those employers who comply with the requirements 

set for the silver version and act as ambassadors of the Trademark. 

In order to be qualified as ambassadors, companies have to promote the Trademark and 

bring at least one new subscriber (a new company that applies to join the Valueable 

network). 

d) Only those companies, which have received a Valueable certificate and committed to 

respect the code of conduct, are allowed to use the Trademark according to their degree 

of commitment.  

                                                             

1 (2014-2017) 
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e) Each company, which intends to use the Trademark must respect the regulations 

governing the use of the Trademark. 

f) Once a company has received a bronze/silver/golden certificate, AIPD or one of its 

delegates will provide it with a high-resolution copy of the Trademark (formats: JPEG, 

TIFF, PDF) and two window transparencies. 

g) AIPD is the exclusive owner of the Trademark and reserves all rights in relation to the 

Trademark.  

 

 

 

ART. 2 - OBJECTIVES 
 

The Valueable network aims at providing internships and/or employment to people with 

intellectual disabilities. It represents therefore a potential source of competitive advantage for 

companies willing to outperform competitors also based on their social commitment. 

 

 

 

ART. 3 - RIGHTS OF THE USERS 
 

Only companies, which comply to Art. 1 letters d), e) and f), are entitled to:  

- use the Trademark in their own communication and promotion materials; 

- be included in the Valueable communication initiatives and tools (catalogue, social 

media, website, events); 

- get access to dedicated tools and information, i.e. the “On my own...at work” app, video 

tutorials, documents, etc. aimed at facilitating job inclusion of people with intellectual 

disabilities; 

- be provided with on line training resources about issues and practices related to people 

with intellectual disabilities at work; 

- get a help desk support by the training agency2, acknowledged by AIPD. 

 

                                                             

2 By the terms “training agencies” we intend: a vocational education/training provider or a disability association or any kind of employment service 

dealing with trainees/workers with intellectual disabilities, as acknowledged by AIPD.  
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Support includes, but is not limited to: 

- hands-on assistance and advice on how to put the company commitments into 

practice; 

- quick response to internship/employment opportunities to support the company in the 

recruiting process of a person with intellectual disabilities; 

- advice on how to adapt the work environment to the needs of people with intellectual 

disabilities; 

- advice on how to solve possible specific and contingent issues; 

- support of an external tutor from the training agency mentioned above, which 

cooperates with and provides support to the company along the entire internship 

process, from internship opportunity advertising until internship end. 

 
 

 

ART. 4 - DUTIES OF THE USERS 
 

Companies that want to use the Trademark have to: 

- get a training agency, which acts as support (pre-selection and/or selection procedures, 

staff training, tutoring and help desk);  

- use the Trademark according to the Graphic rules provided by the Valueable 

Committee; 

- comply with the commitments included in the certificate; 

- give evidence of the fulfilment of their commitments. 
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ART. 5 - PROCEDURE TO GET THE TRADEMARK 
 

The application to the use of the Trademark is submitted by each company to AIPD3 and the 

following procedure will be undertaken : 

1. The company sends the application and evidence of prerequisites; 

2. AIPD sends the audit check list; 

3. The company checks and adapts the internal procedures and undertakes positive action 

if needed; 

4. The company sends the check list duly completed with evidence;  

5. AIPD verifies the check list and sends the bronze, silver or golden certificate; 

6. The company gets the Trademark for two years; 

7. After two years: 

- if the company does not undertake further positive actions (internships or new 

recruitments), the grant to use the Trademark is revoked; 

- if the company provides: 

- an internship, the Trademark, bronze or silver version, is confirmed; 

- a new recruitment, the Trademark, silver version, is confirmed / released; 

- a new subscriber (a new company that applies to join the Valueable network), 

golden  version is  confirmed / released. 

  

 

ART. 6 - MONITORING AND CONTROL 
 

”Training agencies”, as acknowledged by AIPD4, are entitled and have the burden to check the 

proper usage of the Trademark and the fulfilment of the commitments taken by subscribing 

companies. 

 

 

 

                                                             

3
 Or to an acknowledged company 

4
 And contained in the list posted on the official website. 
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ART. 7 - SANCTIONS 
 

Unauthorised use of the Trademark is prohibited and will be treated as a trademark 

infringement. 

In the case after two years from the obtainment of the Trademark, or on the occasion of a 

random check, the company is found to disregard the commitments made according to the 

signed agreement, the company must take action to comply with the code of conduct within one 

month from the infringement acknowledgement. In the case that, after one month, the company 

is still found to disregard the commitments signed in the agreement, AIPD has the authority to 

exclude it from the Valueable network and ban the use of the Trademark. Any further use of the 

Trademark after the ban, will be treated as a trademark infringement. 

If a company’s conduct is detrimental to the reputation of Valueable Committee or Valueable 

network, , the company must cease such conduct and take any appropriate action to restore the 

rightful reputation within three months, giving the largest evidence of such actions through 

social media and the company’s website. Failure to take any appropriate action may lead to the 

revocation of the authorization to use the Trademark, temporarily or definitively. 

 

 

 

 

ART 8. USE OF THE LABEL 
 

Each company which has been authorised to utilise the trademark is allowed to show either the 

bronze, silver or golden version. 

AIPD and the members of the Valueable Committee are the only authorized to use the 

green/red logo, which promotes the Trademark.  
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APPENDIX . GRAPHIC RULES 
Valueable is a so- called figurative mark with letters 

LABEL ELEMENTS 
The logo (1) must always be represented together with its brand name (2). Only exceptionally the 

logo can be isolated  as a favicon for web applications. 

An exception to this would be instances where the emblem is used as a standalone symbol or web 

applications. 

The logo should not be manipulated nor  its proportions altered 

 

 
Vertical colour version is preferable.           

 

Horizontal colour version 

Use only where constraints on space require its adaptation.  
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Reserved space 

 

 

 

Around the perimeter, a safety zone is set with a width of (x) equal to the height of the ‘l’, no other 

significant feature of the composition (text, other logos, etc.) should not appear in this area as it 

would detract from logo’s legibility. 

Slogan /Pay off 

 

If the logo is emphasised by means of a slogan, this should be of the size and proportions indicated. 

For reference: in the actual size logo below: If valueable has a font size of 37pt, the slogan should 

have a font size of 9.4pt and a gap of 5.4mm should be kept between each of their base lines. These 

proportions should be kept according to scale. 

The safety zone will increase proportionally when the slogan is incorporated. 
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MINIMUM DIMENSIONS 

 

We have set a minimum reproduction offset size of 12 mm in width. This size should be augmented 

in the case of low resolution methods of reproduction (engravings, when embossing..) 

 

 

USE OF THE COLOURS 
-                 - OC  54M  4OY OK 

-                  - 242R  145G 134B 
                                              - # f29186 

                 - PANTONE 2339C 

 

                       - 49C  8M  2OY OK 
                      - 141R 96G 2O5B 
 
                       -  # 8dc4cd 

-     PANTONE 63OC 

 

- 24 C     3M 1OY  OK 

                      - 2O4R 228G 232B 

- # ce4e8 

-   PANTONE 63OC (5O%) 

 

     -     OC  OM  OY 49K 

-    13OR  13OG 13OB 

                     - # 828282 

        -  PANTONE BLACK (49%) 
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MONOCROME APPLICATIONS 
 

 

Only cases shown are allowed 
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COMPANY BADGES 

Valuable badges for companies, according to their level of commitment: 

There are three possible levels of commitment available to companies associated with the project: 

 Level 1 is identified by the valueable logo in metallic GOLD: 

- OC  27M  1OOY 6 K 
- 241R  183G OB 

- # F1B7OO 
- Pantone 871C 

- Digitally-cut Gold chromed vinyl 

 

 

 

- Level 2 is identified by the valueable logo in metallic SILVER: 

- OC  OM  OY 34K 

- 19OR  19OG 19OB  
- # BEBEBE 

-           Pantone 877C 
Digitally-cut silver chromed vinyl 

 

 

 

-  
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Level 3 is identified by the valueable logo in metallic BRONZE: 

 

- 23C  55M  1OOY 15 K 

- 181R  114G 19B 

- # B57213 

- Pantone 876C 

- Digitally-cut bronze chromed vinyl. 

 

 

 
 

We recommend that the size of digitally-cut chromed badges for business display, should be                                                     

between 15O mm and 2OO mm wide. 
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USE OF THE BADGE OVER DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS 

 

Over clear backgrounds with neutral colour schemes, trimmed versions of the logo in any of the three 

colour- coded levels may be used. 

 
Over dark backgrounds, only a cropped version of the logo, outlined in white, may be used. 

 
For medium contrast tones, the logo should be used within a box which respects the safety zone. 
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FONTS 
 

 

Logo 

Rotis SansSerif Std ExtraBold 

 

aQ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLNMÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abzde1ghijklnmñopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 

 

          

   Slogan Montserrat light 

  aQ 
    ABCDEFCHI5KLNMÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklnmñopqrstuvwxyz 

123456789O 
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EXAMPLES OF USE 
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INCORRECT LABEL USAGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


